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Chapter 1 What is Love?
A.   Scan and Watch the following 
video and stop it at 1:54

Question 3    Have you ever been in love? If so, how did you fall in love? 
What kind of love was it? Describe the feeling using all your senses:

Question 1   Is this Love at first sight or Love at first smell?

Question 2   Can we fall in love with all 5 senses?
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Question 4  How can Love become an obsession?

Question 5  Do you believe in soulmates or twin flames?

Question 6  What do you make of this? 

A Chinese Proverb says, “An invisible red thread connects those who are 
destined to meet, regardless of time, place, or circumstance. The thread 
may stretch or tangle, but will never break.”

B.   Scan and Watch 
the following video: 
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C.   Love is ‘blind’

Question 1   Read the prompt and write your story.

Question 3   If you are in love, write him or her a love letter here using 
all 5 senses:

Your character is blind. She has just 
started dating a guy. He is not blind. 
He invites her to his apartment for 
the first time. While she is there, she 
notices various clues that tell her he 
is probably in another relationship. 

Write a story describing the apart-
ment as vividly as possible from the 
blind woman’s point of view. Keep 
in mind that she cannot see, so you 
must focus on sound, smells, touch 
and taste without any visual details.

 

Question 2  Which color is love for you? Which smell is love for you? 
Which song is love for you? Which book is love for you? Which movie is 
love for you?
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D.   Can love be deceiving?

Question 1   Scan and Listen to the following song: 

Question 2   What is the message in this song?

 

Question 3 Despite the warnings, Lily falls in love and ends up heart- 
broken. Look at the following interpretations from the lyrics and use them 
to write how this song is connected to the world we live in through your 
own experience.

Big wild world
Castle

Lily
Creatures

That one talking
The whole song

Woods
“They”(told her etc.)

Cold thin ice
Magic story

The “let me in”

Reality
Home
Us
Lies, deception, anxiety etc.
Someone we love the most
Life
World
Friends/ Family
Relationships
Better world
Love
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